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Preface.
This document has been prepared as a record, display and description of the principal items collected
by Jeff Wolfgang and is referred as A Catalogue of Historic Engineering: The Denman Collection.
It has been extended to cover items of significance at other Hunter Valley locations.
The writer first viewed the Denman items in July 2015, was astounded at the breadth and value of the
collection and realised its great potential as a tool for the vocational education of Newcastle University
(UON) Mechanical Engineering undergraduates. The writer at the time was the programmer and
mentor for the annual Vocational Experience Course held for eight undergraduates over thirteen days
and was preparing for the tenth intake. This course had received acclaim from the UON, Bucyrus
Aust., Caterpillar Aust. Pty. Ltd. and Engineers Australia. Refer attachments, Chapter 7.
Regrettably, Caterpillar made the writer redundant on 1st November 2015 and the Vocational
Experience Course was cancelled although we’d received applicants following our advertisement on
campus and a day’s excursion was approved by UON before cancellation.
Realising the value of the Collection, the writer has made several attempts to allow groups of
undergraduates to participate in guided tours over a single day as a part substitute for the demise of
the Vocational Experience Course. A similar offer has been made to Hunter TAFE.
Extracts from presentations by University of Newcastle undergrads, prepared during their Vocational
Experience, are in Chapter 7 as measure of the value of exposure to engineering applications and are
followed by notices of appreciation.
Submission has been made to the publication, “Australian Model Engineering” for inclusion of the two
faced clock which Jeff Wolfgang has restored in his farm shed using recycled and manufactured
components.
I express my gratitude to Phil Lawrence, John Rodham, Rob Smith and Bob Francis; Fort Scratchley,
Lake Goldsmith Steam Preservation Society, Maitland Steam Fest, Ritchie Colliery, Bandiana
Barracks and teaching colleague from Hunter TAFE. Their assistance has been unstinting in
participation with Denman Collection tours and in evaluation of this document. And they have
provided access for the items in Chapter 4 from Maitland Steam Fest Workshop and Ritchie Colliery.
My thanks also to John Quinn and David Sweet of Port Hunter Toastmasters in the provision of public
speaking training in the Vocational Experience Course and their participation in the Tours.
The purpose of this catalogue has been the recording of the invaluable engineering applications,
illustration of their use as teaching aids, and as tribute to Jeff Wolfgang, curator and farmer of
Denman. Extension of the collection on site is located in the Denman Museum, an example of
community support of our engineering heritage.
Tony Gardner.

Acknowledgement.
The authors wish to acknowledge the generous support provided by Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and
curator, to the many visitors to his rural property, “Maylands.” These visits and assistance enabled the
compilation of “A Catalogue of Historic Engineering: The Denman Collection.”
Jeff has spent many hours collecting and maintaining a wide variety of machinery from vintage motor
vehicles, machine tools, steam and oil engines, farm tractors and examples of the application of
technology to items of agricultural and domestic utility. His inventiveness is portrayed in the
restoration with innovation of a two faced clock from a Muswellbrook retailer where it enjoyed district
wide acclaim and has been converted from pendulum to synchronous power with many changes.
Other major items are the 1911 Mogul Tractor, a dough kneader from Denman Bakery, carbon arc
projector from the Denman Cinema, a horse driven capstan operating a hay baler and a 1913
Sunbeam Tourer.
We term Jeff’s equipment accumulation as The Denman Collection and have identified and described
the significant items in the publication. The Collection is housed in four sheds on the property, smaller
items in an underground repository and some are displayed in the Denman Men’s Shed.
We have always received rural hospitality on our visits, enjoyed the proud display of the latest
acquisitions and been amazed at the energy and persistence displayed in obtaining even obscure
parts. A typical visit commences mid-morning with escorted tours, a BBQ on site with Jeff, tours
underground and an inspection of the Denman Men’s Shed and Denman Museum. Equipment
demonstrations have been freely given, all queries answered and some local events absorbed.
The Collection provides outstanding educational opportunities to UON and TAFE engineering
students with the display of innumerable technological applications and visible workings of the
operating machinery.
Denman Men’s Shed have been most generous with assistance and the supply of display space in
their Museaum.
We are indebted to Jeff for his application to engineering and willingness to share his experiences in
restoration.
Phil Lawrence, John Rodham and Tony Gardner.

Attendees at Jeff Wolfgang’s Engineering Collection at Denman.

Stephanie Baines, Alicja Druzynski, John Rodham, David Sweet, Gary Long, John Quinn, Jeff Wolfgang.

Tony Gardner, Alicja Druzynski, John Rodham, David Sweet, Gary Long, John Quinn and Jeff Wolfgang.

20th November, 2015 and 42°C for our BBQ.

Attendees at Jeff Wolfgang’s Main Shed on 26 October, 2017 for presentation of

“A Catalogue of Historic Engineering: The Denman Collection.”
This was a day of celebration with a guided tour of Main Shed, agricultural equipment, vintage motor vehicles, Jeff’s engineering store
with outside work bench and finally his Underground Repository followed by a BBQ. An afternoon visit was made to the Denman Museum.
Attendees were supporters, visitors; Ald. Martin Rush, Mayor of Muswellbrook Shire Council; Rod Thompson, Editor Hunter Valley News;
and members of Denman Men’s Shed and Museum.

Index for Denman Engineering Collection. Each listed machine is shown with titled photos,
technical details are given in the associated chapter and questions in Chapter 5. * allows time for
machine preparation.

Reg. No.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Title
International motor wagon
Teas' maid
Lathe
Shaper
Mogul Tractor
Durracq 1906, vintage MV
Locomobile 1900
Singleton 'Argus' drive - single
cyl gas fired

Condition
75% complete
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Partly dismantled

Mass kg
300
1
2,000
200
6,000
500

Working

2,000

Able to operate*

150

29

Sydney Harbour Bridge, arch
restraint hydraulic cylinder

30
31
32

Dough kneeder
Shearing stand
'Pathe' Projector

Working

500

Able to operate*

350

Able to operate*

35

33

'Raplin' ice machine

Able to operate*

15

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

Hot air engines (2)
'Jelbart' tractor
Ring and planet
Windmill pump actuating gear

Working

500

Incomplete

1,000

Working

35

Working

15

Working

20

50
51
52
53
54
55

Penney farthing & ellip sprocket

Comment

Working
75
Grooved pyramid rolls
Working
2
Campbell's Clock
Complete
2
Aero cylinder head
Working
500
Ideal workbench
Working
500
Wolfgang engineering store
Working
Big end journal cutting device
Working
800
Sunbeam
Complete
800
Whippet
Complete
700
Jeep
Working
2
Rail waggon suspension
Able to operate*
10
Machining jig for poppet valve
Wall mounted telephone and
Able to operate*
varies
servants' calling board
Optics from DC, Dungog and Fort
Fort working, others incomplete
Scratchley.
Working
Packard
Working
Ferrari Enzo
Rolls Royce Merlin V12
Avon Jet Engine

SA and Broadmeadow.

West Gosford Veterans
West Gosford Veterans
Fighter World
Fighter World

56

Commer Boxer Engine

60
61
62

Gramme ring
Slip ring motor
Switchboard

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Furphy
Grader
Hay Baler Capstan
Hay Baler
Ploughs
Rakes
Scraper
Feed Mill
Green Bone Crusher

81
82

Poppet head hoist drum
Six fall manual chain block
Conrod, link motion on roller,
governor, firebox, boiler
Breech block - 6"

83
84

Able to operate*

Denman Collection
Some in HV
Ritchie
Denman site

Working
Working
Denman site
Able to operate*
Able to operate*
Able to operate*
Decommissioned
Working

1,000

Working

multi

Firing

100

Ritchie Colliery
Maitland Steam Fest
workshop
Fort Scratchley

Chapter 1. Mechanical items of significance. Pics and titles.
21. ‘International’ motor vehicle; twin cylinder engine and leaf suspension.

Note the offset but opposed cylinders.

Note the hard drawn wire valve springs.

22. The tea’s maid, a time set device as alarm and tea maker.

23. The lathe with modified drive.

Overall view of lathe showing differential drive to head stock.

Plan view on cone pulley drive.

24. The Hand Operated Shaper, a “Must Have” for any Handyman.

Overall views showing tool holder, tool inclining slot, clapper box, tool feed, rapid traverse arm, ram and slide
with operating arm partly shown on left.

25. The dough kneader as a turntable mounted large steel tub with mixing arms.

Basin rotates while arms oscillate thru the mix.

Basin will roll forward with one arm unpinned.

26. The 1911 Mogul Tractor; a petrol fuelled, single horizontal cylinder machine.

Overall view on machine, with cooling tower.

View on driving position

Views on differential and reversing mechanism.

27. Darroque 1906 Veteran Motor Vehicle with a 4 stroke single cylinder.

Overall view on vehicle and view in engine bay showing valve push rods and belt driven two bladed fan.

28. 1900 Locomobile, a steam powered vintage carriage.

Water tube boiler and rear axle chain drive with retracting band brake.

View on front of carriage and of twin cylinder steam engine with the link motion discernible.

29. Single horizontal cylinder, 4 stroke, town gas engine, circa 1883, with unique fuel feed and
centrifugal governor.

Overall view on partly dismantled engine.

Bevel pinion and wheel driving valve gear.

C1883, reputedly the oldest operating town gas engine in Australia with mass of 1 tonne, rated at 2HP and
fitted with an unusual fuel feed and centrifugal governor.

30. One of 225 ton capacity Hydraulic Rams used for Sydney Harbour Bridge construction.

Sydney Harbour Bridge arch approaching closure in 1930.

31. Grooved Pyramid Roll used to bend and groove galvanized sheets.

Views on machine showing manual and power drives with radii adjustment on top.

Pyramid rolls at Oberon rolling the rear plate for Bucyrus steam shovel bucket.

Bucket in Oberon workshop.

Steam shovel with raised bucket at Lake Goldsmith.

32. Shearing stand from Dunlop Station.

Rope drive and tensioner for the mechanical shears and cone drives located nearby.

Rope drive on the Craven Crane at Newcastle Museum, formerly Civic Railway Workshops.

Belt drives on the crane carriage and trolley at mid span with transverse worm drive on RHS.

33. Hand operated ‘Pathe’ projector fitted with carbon arc light.

Overall view of projector.

Helical gears and crank.

34. A hot air engine commonly termed Stirling, Ericson or Rider Engine

Two overall views and a close up of the crank.

35. Ring and Planet, hand operated and a novelty driving a 3 piston pump.

36. Jelbart tractor.

C1911 model tractor marketed as “The Farmer’s Boy”.

1917 model unit. An unusual 2 stroke, one cylinder, kerosene engine with a stepped piston running in a two
sized cylinder.
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and curator.

37. Windmill Gear. The pinion CL is fixed and is rotated as the wheel adopts a variety of positions.
On the Lowe Bros. windmill, the slot in the gear wheel accommodates a crank pin to the connecting
rod operating the pump.
On the pics, the hole and boss in the gear wheel accommodates a crank pin but does not have stroke
variance.

Three views showing pinion constant location and the varied position of the hole and boss.

Radii adjusted at top of LH view.

38. Penney farthing bicycle.

39. Elliptical sprocket on bike. 48:18 ratio.

n

40. Commer Boxer Engine and Replacement.

Commer Boxer Engine development as replacement.

41. ‘Campbell’s Clock,’ a reconditioned and modified clock mechanism as completed by Jeff
Wolfgang of Denman.

Plan and pictorial view showing reversal of motions for one face.
42. Single cylinder head reputedly from Amy Johnson’s De Havilland DH60 biplane

43. Jeff’s ideal work bench and a Handyman’s dream of a domestic refuge.

An ideal outdoor work bench with excellent lighting, ventilation, a supply to every power tool and no urging to
complete yesterday’s job.

44. The Wolfgang Engineering Store located near the dream work bench.

The Denman branch of Bunnings with catalogued displays, prices on application and a stock list greater than
Boolaroo’s.

Professionally installed power supplies and a grinder securely clamped to bench.

The work bench, engineering store and power fittings are an OH&S officer’s dream.

45. Big end journal cutting device

Overall view on device, cutting head and the cutting tool adjuster.

46. Sunbeam. A 1913 model, 4 cylinder, 3 litre engine from Sunbeam of Wolverhampton. Held on
Jeff’s Denman property and in running order.

Five pics of the Sunbeam; front view taken in Jeff’s No. 4 Shed, aspects of the rear suspension
and views in the engine bay and cab.

47. Whippet. An excellent vehicle in need of a little attention. Artillery wheeled, rear drive, enclosed
motor vehicle with a 6-cylinder sleeved engine and four wheel brakes.

48. Jeep. Two views of Jeep in the main storage location.

49. Rail wagon suspension with coil springs on an SAR goods wagon at Murray River and a
later suspension version with a pair of transverse semi elliptic laminated springs.

Modern suspension on a rail wagon.

50. Machining Jig for poppet valves.

51. Old communications in underground museum.

Servants summoning bells from Downton Abbey and a hand operated magneto wall mounted telephone.

A hand operated magneto wall mounted telephone.

52. Unknown.

Can you identify this item and its application?

53. Optics

Views on the electrode gaps on Dungog cinema projector, both pics at left, and a unit at Denman.

Views on electrode gap and arc running on 50V and 50 amps AC at the Lawrence Workshop, East Maitland.

Fort Scratchley Military Searchlight Restoration Team and the early projector at Dungog.

Fort Scratchley military searchlight under illumination trials in workshop and the searchlight suicide switch.
Effective beam length of 9 km from a 150 amp current, at 78 volts with 10 - 12 mm carbon arc gap and
powered by a side valve, 6 in line, 5.24 litre ‘Victory’ engine at 1100 rpm.

Military searchlight operating at Fort Scratchley Jazz Festival as cruise ship entertainment on January, 2016.

54. 1930 Packard.

Photo reproduced with kind permission of Gosford Classic Car Museum.

1930 Packard of 6.3 litres, an inline 8 of 79 kW with 2 tonne kerb weight.

55. V12 Enzo. Photo reproduced with kind permission of Gosford Classic Car Museum.

56. Rolls Royce Merlin engine, V12 supercharged. Displayed at Fighter World.

Views on each side of the classic British designed machine and war winner.

57. Avon Jet Engine. Displayed at Fighter World.

The engine displayed was used as a training aid at Hunter TAFE in their renowned mechanical
engineering school. The compressor casing has been removed and areas cut away to reveal
components. Operation entailed compressing the air flow in twelve stages, directing to the straight
flow combustion chambers and mixing with injected atomised fuel. Combustion is continuous once
ignition is established and the exhaust gas passes thru a two stage turbine and then tail pipe to
provide reaction thrust. The turbine drives the compressor and auxiliaries.

Reverse view on Avon Jet Engine.

CHAPTER 2. Electrical equipment and technical data.

The Gramme magneto.
The Gramme magneto is an electrical generator that produces DC, named for its Belgian inventor, Zénobe
Gramme. It was the first generator to produce power on a commercial scale for industry. Inspired by a
machine invented by Antonio Pacinotti in 1860, Gramme was the developer of a new induced rotor in form of
a wire-wrapped ring (Gramme ring) and demonstrated this apparatus in Paris in 1871. Although popular in the
C19 the Gramme winding principle is no longer used due to conductor inefficiencies. The portion of the
winding on the interior of the ring cuts nil flux so doesn’t contribute to energy conversion and the winding
requires twice the number of turns and commutator bars as an equivalent drum-wound armature.
The Gramme machine used a ring armature, with a series of armature coils wound around a revolving ring of
soft iron. The coils are connected in series with the junction of each pair connected to a commutator with two
brushes. Permanent magnets magnetize the soft iron ring, producing a magnetic field which rotates around
through the coils as the armature turns. This induces a voltage, in two opposing coils on the armature, picked
off by the brushes.
Earlier machines passed a magnet near the poles of one or two electromagnets, or rotated coils wound on
double-T armatures within a static magnetic field, creating brief spikes or pulses of DC resulting in a transient
output of low average power, rather than a constant output of high average power.
With more than a few coils on the Gramme ring armature, the resulting voltage waveform is practically
constant, thus producing a near DC supply. This type of machine needs only elecro magnets producing the
magnetic field to become a modern generator.
Electric Motor Invention. During a demonstration at a Viennese industrial exposition in 1873, Gramme
accidentally discovered that his device, if supplied with a constant voltage power supply, would act as an
electric motor. Gramme's partner, Hippolyte Fontaine, carelessly connected the terminals of a Gramme

machine to another dynamo which was producing electricity, and its shaft began to spin.[3] This machine was
the first powerful electric motor useful as more than a curiosity. Today the design forms the basis of nearly all
DC electric motors. Gramme's use of multiple commutator contacts with multiple overlapped coils, and his
innovation of using a ring armature, was an improvement on earlier magnetos and helped the development of
large-scale electrical devices.
Earlier designs of electric motors were notoriously inefficient because they had large air gaps throughout much
of the rotor rotation creating weak forces and low torque. A device called the St. Louis motor clearly
demonstrates this great inefficiency and the early designs may have been based on observing how magnets
attracted ferromagnetic materials from some distance. It took a number of decades in the C19 for to realise
the importance of small air gaps. The Gramme ring with it’s comparatively small air gap, enhances its
efficiency. (In the top illustration, the large hoop-like piece is the laminated permanent magnet; the Gramme
ring is rather hard to see at the base of the hoop.)

One-pole, one-coil Gramme ring.
This illustration shows a simplified one-pole, one-coil Gramme ring and a graph of the current produced as the
ring spins one revolution. While no device uses the design, the diagram illustrates the principal.

One-pole, two-coil Gramme ring.
A one-pole, two-coil Gramme ring. The second and opposing coil is in parallel and both are immersed in the
same magnetic field so the current forms a ring across the brush terminals.

Diagram of magnetic lines through a Gramme ring, showing the very few
magnetic lines of force crossing the center gap.
While the Gramme ring permitted a steadier power output, it suffered
from a design inefficiency of magnetic lines of force passing through a ring

armature. The field lines tend to concentrate within and follow the surface metal of the ring to the other side,
with relatively few lines of force penetrating the interior.
Early form of the Gramme ring armature with coils penetrating the interior
of the ring.
The interior windings of each small coil are minimally ineffective in
producing power as they cut few lines of force compared with the exterior
windings, are effectively dead wire and add circuit resistance.
Initial attempts to insert a stationary field coil within ring centre proved
too complex and if the lines did penetrate the interior any emf produced
would have opposed outer emf of the ring because inner wires were
reverse orientated.

Example of a single winding around the exterior of a drum core with no wires penetrating the interior. It was
more efficient to wrap a single wire loop across the ring exterior of the ring with no part of the loop to pass
through the interior. This reduced complexity with one large winding spanning the ring width taking the place
of two smaller windings on opposite sides of the ring. All modern armatures use this externally wrapped or
drum design, although the windings do not extend fully across the diameter; they are more like chords of a
circle. Neighbouring windings overlap, as can be seen in almost any modern motor or generator rotor that has
a commutator. In addition, windings are placed into slots with a rounded shape (as seen from the end of the
rotor). At the surface of the rotor, the slots are only as wide as needed to permit the insulated wire to pass
while winding.

Modern design of the Gramme ring, wrapped only around the exterior of the core.
While the hollow ring could now be replaced with a solid cylindrical core or drum, the ring still proves to be a
more efficient design, because in a solid core the field lines concentrate in a thin surface region and minimally
penetrate the center. For a very large power-generation armature several feet in diameter, using a hollow ring
armature requires less material than solid core and the hollow center provides a ventilation path.
In small armatures a solid drum is often used for ease of construction, since the core can be easily formed
from a stack of stamped metal disks keyed to the shaft.

View of drive end of “Ring Armature” showing the brass clamp for the “ring”, bearing and armature winding

View of non-drive end of “Ring Armature” showing worn commutator, brush shifting hand wheel and banding
wire on winding.

View of base and field magnetic circuit for dynamo with Gramme
armature.

Crompton Dynamo discovered under house in country New South Wales.

Base and magnetic circuit from Gramme Dynamo

Another Gramme Ring Armature on axle drive rail carriage generator, with centrifugal switch maintaining
correct polarity for each direction.

Ammonia Compressor Motor
This is a 3 phase Induction motor with a wound rotor (Slip ring Motor). The slip ring motor is a variation of the
squirrel cage motor, in it has rotor windings (or coils) terminated on slip rings for connection to an external
circuit
Squirrel Cage
Rotor (showing
windings)

Slip ring Rotor (showing windings and slip rings)
The slip ring has two characteristics that set it apart from the squirrel cage motor;
A]
The motor speed can be varied by varying the external rotor resistance (allowing speed control for
crane drives etc. (however reduced speed varies with changes in load).

B]
The motor can be started with much reduced starting currents (as compared to a squirrel cage motor
started DOL 600-700%), by slowly reducing the external resistance to zero keeping the starting current to as
low as 200%.
For applications where a motor may be running for long periods, eg. Refrigeration, some motors have switches
on the rotor shaft, to short circuit the slip rings, on the shaft and then lift the brushes off the slip rings to
prevent brush and ring wear. Some motors may run continuously for years.

Schematic showing
Stator Rotor Slip rings and external resistances
Once the external resistance is reduced to a minimum, the Slip ring motor characteristics strongly resemble
those of the Squirrel cage.

Views of the slip ring motor used as compressor drive at Newcastle Abattoir

Switch board at Denman from Singleton.

CHAPTER 3. Agricultural equipment pics and technical data.

71. Water Cart similar to “A Furphy.” Not a Furphy as we hoped but a similar item as the most
distinctive device to carry the name was the water cart with extensive use in Australian military camps.
These were usually placed in the refreshment area, out of controlling eye of the officers and became the
centre of rumour and latest thoughts of the troops. The cart drivers moved between camps so they were
purveyors of the latest rumours and unreliable news. So a furphy became a synonym for suspect
information or rumour.

72. GRADER. A horse drawn manually adjusted road and field grader. The blade transverse, tilt and height
is varied in motion with the large wheels on the chassis that operate a bevel reducing gear to a rack and
pinion for vertical motion. Blade rotation in the HP is manual and secured with a fastener in a circular
holed locking plate but cannot spot a locking device. Blade tilt in the VP is with a lever between a pair of
holed clamps.

Single leaf spring on front axle.

The manually operated blade positioning is suitable with the slow motion behind horses.
73. HAY BALER CAPSTAN, circ. 1910. We’re inspecting the horse operated capstan that provides the
reciprocating motion thru a link to the hay baler. The capstan is continually rotated and the motion is
converted for slow and then fast reciprocating motions at each revolution for the filling and then
compression of the hay bale. If say two persons rotate the capstan, we can witness the mechanism
controlling the link and we need this operation to be explained for farm maintenance. Inspecting the baler
mechanism, we imagine how it handles the hay and this may assist in understanding the link operation.
Movies are available.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

74. HAY BALER. A double reduction set of spur gears operates a crank between the final pair of gear
wheels to power the bale compressor with a belted drive from a PTO to the keyed shaft on LHS. The hay is
manually fed to the hopper and a “monkey” descends to initially compress the hay. With hopper full, the
ram compresses the hay horizontally and a wooden divider with slots falls to the bale end enabling
manual tying. Dividers are retrieved and placed in a spring loaded collector, pivoting to feed. A spring
loaded retainer on bale slide invert prevents decompression when ram retracts.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

75. PLOUGHS. Three furrow, stump jump mould board device. The plough rear height is adjusted by
rotating the cranked axle with the large centrally located lever and the small under seat lever varies the
machine tilt. The three plough blades or mould boards are pivoted forward of their cut and when the
leading vertical bar strikes an obstruction the assembly is pivoted clear and then returned to depth.
Progress is away from the viewer and right to left so the narrow rear wheel is on ploughed ground.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

A three disc tractor hauled plough with wheels inclined to resist the reaction from ploughing forces.
Placing a pin in the LH rear wheel rotates a shaft with pinion to activate a rack and with connection
forward, raise the front wheel and with similar rear action, the discs are raised from the field. The rear
crank is for manually raise and lower.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

Two positions of the capstan shown, note position of the actuating beam and of the link in the LH pic.

76. RAKES. This machine is a Sunshine side delivery hay rake that collects the hay to windrows and
discharges to the left. However, this machine would collect and form the hay to a rope within the
windrow so feeding to a baler was difficult. The rake shaft is rotated by the chain drive from the idling
wheels as it’s hauled.
Another rake has oscillating and reciprocating combs driven by cranks in the two end discs that are
rotated by machine travel. The rake movements are out of phase and their motion is inclined to the
travel direction so the hay is deposited at one side and this machine avoids the “rope effect” of previous
rake.

This shows the chain drive rotating the rake as its hauled.

77. SCRAPER. The device is a horse drawn surface scraper to collect and deposit granular materials or top
soil. The horses haul and a man varies the depth hay of cut by raising the two short levers at rear of the
bowl. When bowl is filled, the horses stop, the large lever at rear is engaged and the contents tipped
forward. The horses now haul forward and the inverted bowl clears the dumped material.
78. FEED MILL. The machine receives farm product in a tray, feeding to two gripping gears that discharge
to a row of rotary knives and then hammers in a common chamber. The small dimension stock now flows
thru a coarse sieve to a fan chamber where dust is removed by cyclone and the processed feed drops to
bags. There are has three drives, the first for the flight conveyor on inlet chute invert coupled to the
spring loaded feeding gears. These have a release bar at the enclosed entry to cut the drive. The second
drive is for the rotary knives and hammers and the third is fan drive for the cyclone.

79. GREEN BONE CRUSHER. Used to pulverise fresh sheep bones into small fine pieces for shell grit to
increase the strength of poultry egg shells. This unit was from the Jerry’s Plains butcher and stood behind
his shop in 1915. It was manufactured by Green Bros. of England.

Chapter 4. Descriptions and photos on engineering examples at Ritchie,
Maitland Steam Fest Workshop and Fort Scratchley.
81. Ritchie’s Hoist or Winding Drum (14’ dia. by 8’ wide) from the poppet head.

Overall views of poppet head winch drum with John Rodham indicating the size.

Drive coupling half in view and the rope positioning mechanism on drum end.

Machined grooves in drum to reduce the crushing stress on the wire rope and to ensure correct placement.

The rope positioning mechanism was used to anchor the winding rope end and set its location. The winder controlled
the vertical location of two cages carrying coal skips, miners and ponies and ensured the cage and landing rails were in
line for skip transfer.
This was the era where the skips were manually loaded by the miners at the face and hauled by pit ponies on a narrow
gauge track to a loading point for the cage. By altering the end point of the cable, the cage could be moved up or down
in the shaft to match the landing level.
At the drum end we notice the split ring gear fastened to a split inner flange. The hoist rope passes thru an aperture in
the grooved drum, between the ribs of the drum end fittings to lie in a 1.5 m groove and then lead off to the anchor
point. To alter the rope end location, the ring gear clamps are released and the gear rotated by one of the pinions. This
advances or retreats the anchorage point and winds rope along the drum grooves so varying the rope end and cage
position.

82. Three fall manual chain block from 30t runway crane.

Chain block suspended at first floor of Ritchie Power house with John Rodham attending. Note the restricting discs for
chain security.

83. Maitland Steam Fest Workshop.

Views on a horizontal twin cylinder steam engine mounted on a road roller. The LHS pic shows conrod and valve rods to
the cylinders and to the steam chest. The RHS pic provides an overhead view.

These are side views on the same machine. Note the variance in position of the link in the valve motion from lower to an
upper level. These alter the valve timing to suit the load and reduce steam consumption.
The valve rods are driven by eccentrics located adjacent the cranks, see orange painted throws on the upper ‘RHS pic’,
and their stroke at steam chest is varied by the Stephenson’s link motion or valve gear.

The Stephenson’s link motion on locomotives is a development from the single eccentric used to move the valve of a
stationary engine, which would normally only run in one direction. However, on a locomotive the valve gear must be
able to provide variable cut-off and also allow the engine to be reversed. To do this the Stephenson’s valve gear derives
its motion from two eccentrics fitted to a crank axle, one for each valve, so an eccentric for forward and one for
backward working.
The backward and forward movement of the eccentrics is transmitted through the eccentric rods to a slotted link known
as the expansion link, the fore gear eccentric rod usually being coupled to the top and the back gear rod being coupled
to the bottom of the link. The links are suspended from a common reversing shaft by lifting links. These may be raised or
lowered as required by the reversing gear in the cab via the reverser reach rod.
Fitted in the slot of the expansion link is a die block, which is connected to the valve spindle by an intermediate valve
rod. When the link is lowered to bring the fore gear eccentric rod into line or almost in line with the intermediate valve
rod or spindle rod, the movement of the eccentric is transferred to the valve. Conversely, if the links are raised, the
movement of the back gear eccentric rod will be transferred to the valve. With the link placed with the die block in the
centre of the link, the mid gear position, the link simply oscillates with a to and fro movement equal to the steam lap
plus the lead of the valve, from its central position. The full travel in the mid gear position is equal to twice the steam lap
plus twice the mid gear lead.
Intermediate positions of the die block in the link will allow for a variation of valve gear travel, according to the position
of the reversing gear, varying the cut-off of steam to the cylinders and making use of the expansive properties of steam.
With the arrangement of Stephenson’s valve link motion, the lead of the valve increases as the gear is notched up to a
maximum at mid gear and a minimum at full forward or backward gear. The increase of lead at early cut off positions is
advantageous at high speeds. With outside admission valves (both slide and piston) actuated directly by Stephenson’s
valve gear, the position of the eccentric on the crank axle is 90 degrees plus the angle of advance in front of the crank in
each direction of travel. With inside admission valves operated directly, the respective eccentrics follow the crank by 90

degrees less the angle of advance. If a rocking shaft, which reverses the direction of movement, is interposed between
the inside admission valve and the valve gear, the eccentrics are set as mentioned in the first example.

The LHS pic is a cetrifugal governor that is linked to reduce steam flow to the engine cylinders when a speed increase is
due to a decreased load. The governor rotation is tied to engine speed thru the belt drive.
The RHS shows the interior of a steam roller’s firebox. The fire tubes carry the combusted gases thru the boiler to raise
steam. The lower bars form the movable grate that allows the dropping of ash and clinker to maintain an efficient fire
bed. The bolted flange shown above is a lead cored fusible plug that melts if water level drops below fire box roof. This is
a safety precaution to admit steam and extinguish the fire.

Two views of a fire tube locomotive boiler. The upper shows the boiler with firebox to RHS, flange for safety valve
attachment, steam dome for extraction and fire box funnel or chimney outlet at left. The lower view shows flanges for
fittings and the double row of rivets for the lapped hoop joints on barrel and butt joint on the longitudinal seam with
lapping plate.

84. Fort Scratchley.

Interrupted thread breech blocks on 6” guns in emplacements.

View of the open breech with hinged breech block carrying two pairs of interrupted threads and an end view on the
breech displaying the gap and the two thread radii. Each step engaged with its matching thread cut in the gun breech
when inserted and rotated. A gap in the thread steps was necessary for the insertion of the largest step before rotation,
Gas tight seal at firing is secured by the rounded obturator and a soft obturator doughnut or ring at its rear face. The gun
is loaded, breech block secured and weapon fired. The huge increase in gas pressure at ignition drives the obturator rear
wards, compresses the doughnut and its expansion seals to the breech immediately forward of the interrupted thread.

These weapons fired on Japanese submarine I-21 early June 8, 1942. The submarine was bracketed and
withdrew.

Chapter 5.

Technical Detail of Mechanical Equipment.

Abbreviations: MV motor vehicle ME mechanical engineer GB gear box bhp brake horse power
kW kilowatt kph kilometers per hour kN kilo newton psi pounds per square inch CL centre line
21. International Motor Wagon, circa 1911, with twin cylinder horizontal opposed engine and
leaf spring suspension. The cylinders forming a flat air cooled unit are not in line so presumably
90°out of phase with a two throw crankshaft. The 4 stroke units have hard drawn wire folded valve
springs and four bladed fans driven by flat belts from the flywheel to provide cooling. The differential is
located within the transmission brake drum and the solid tired wheels with artillery spokes are chain
driven.
The suspension is by pairs of semi elliptical leaf springs and the ends are pinned without a swinging
link. You’ll see the difference on the Darracq 1906 MV, item 27.
22.The teas maid comprises a clockwork alarm, tea pot, methylated spirit stove with stand and links
between stove, tea pot and alarm. The sequence of operation is:
Clock is set, water to pot and all to rest. When the clock signals by contact between a winder and
device lever, the stove is ignited and as water boils the pot is tilted to fill a cup, the alarm rings and
fire is extinguished.
23. The lathe with modified drive. The headstock is rotated by its connection to a differential crown
wheel that’s powered by a belt drive from a small electric motor. The two belts of the drive are
connected by a variable cone pinion with adjusting lever. Refer pic10084 showing the ‘ROBLEX’
variator. A separate drive operates back gears to vary the chuck to lead screw rotation.
24. The Hand Operated Shaper. What a device and a must for a handyman. Shaping is a simple
cutting process by which flat surfaces and grooves or notches can be produced along the length of the
work piece. The tool travels along a straight path and the work is stationary. The cutting tool is
attached to the tool head that’s mounted on the reciprocating ram and cutting is performed on the
forward stroke. The return stroke is faster and the tool is hinged away from the work piece to maintain
its cutting edge. The time in return stroke is significant and shapers (and planers) are used in low
production tasks. The components are the cutting tool, cutting head and clapper box, ram and table.
A planer is a larger reciprocating machine with the cutting head stationary apart from the feed with the
job moving linearly under the tool.
25. The Dough Kneader is a turntable mounted large steel tub with mixing arms. The tub receives
ingredients and rotates while the arms oscillate, kneading the mix which becomes a dough. When
mixing is complete, the tub is wheeled forward after removal of one arm.
26. Mogul Tractor of 1911, petrol to start then kerosene powered, 4 stroke single cylinder with an
ignition system. It is a rigid framed tractor with worm and wheel operating chain steering with a
differential and reversing drive system visible on the large diameter rear wheels. The small rotating
wheels above the rear wheels are the reversing mechanism with an inboard differential. Small axial
movements disengage drivers and the reversing gear is then rotated by peripheral rubber on a smaller
diameter wheel.
The starting sequence is of interest:
Oil drippers full, lever on half compression, set flick magneto, prime, fill carburetor starting tank
with petrol, jet on, choke on, prime intake manifold with 4 cc petrol and turn flywheel by hand.
Listen for a magneto spark click as it passes TDC, ignites fuel at intake from carby, spreads to the
cylinder and the engine runs.
Pull the compression lever towards full to run at top speed, cut petrol and switch to kerosene.
From the rear we can see the single horizontal cylinder barrel with exhaust on LHS and an air receiver
to assist starting. The rear axle is a 100 billet with the ends machined and the following are pic
references of additional photos.

921 shows the LHS drive engaging with a gear wheel. At rear is the differential gearing shown on 922
and the pinion appears to be “leaded in” position.
923 is a worm drive to rotate the horizontal shaft that operates the steering by wrapping the chain.
924 is the ‘Webster tri polar magneto’ providing the ignition and can be removed from the cylinder
head to check the operation.
918-924 and 930 show the reversing mechanism with power transmitted by friction between the steel
and rubber faced pulleys as shown.

27. Darracq 1906 Veteran MV.
Note the semi elliptic suspension requiring a swing link to the chassis and compare with item 21.
The engine is a single vertical cylinder, 4 stroke, 800 cc capacity with barbed wire as the high tension
lead and throttled by varying ignition and inlet valve timing. The visible suspension and steering
assembly provides ideal examples of camber, castor, steering pin inclination and the suspension
operation. A diagram of typical steering geometry is attached.
Steering Geometry. As engineers, you could be engaged with the principles of steering geometry and need
to be aware of Ackerman axles, steering knuckle or king pin, thrust bearings, king pin inclination, castor,
camber, toe in and out.
Refer below.

From “What Makes It Tick” - a 1961 General Motors publication.

We need to be familiar with MV driving and idling front wheel assemblies. Refer below.

Section on driving front wheel of a MV

Section on non-driving front wheel of a MV

The alpha numeric symbols refer to the component’s class of fit.

From SKF catalogue .

28. Locomobile 1900. An American vehicle with a kerosene fired twin cylinder horizontal steam
engine with the engine and fire tube boiler on the ground below the vehicle. The boiler was a wire
wrapped 300 psi unit and the cylinders 3” bore x 4” stroke (76.2 x 101.6) for 927 cc. The eccentrics
driving the valves are stroke varied with a Stephenson link motion and the chain to flywheel is at crank
center. The lower pic shows a differential mounted contracting band brake.
29. A horizontal, single cylinder, 4 stroke town gas engine with unique starting, a lubrication
device and centrifugal governor. Reputedly the oldest operating town gas engine in Australia and of
1883 manufacture. It has a mass of 1 tonne and generates 2 HP. The igniter is a small chamber within
a slide that moves when ignited to connect with the gas in the combustion chamber for the power
stroke. It has a cross head typical of a steam engine and the lubricator is a pivoted arm rotating thru
an oil bath that swipes two projections above reservoirs on each rotation, collecting oil. The reservoirs
feed lines to the piston and cross slide so lubrication ceases when engine stops.
30. A 225 ton Hydraulic Ram for Sydney Harbour Bridge construction. The bridge is of a two
pinned arch construction with adjacent arched structures connected with horizontal and inclined
members and loaded with the horizontal deck suspended by tension hangers. The loads tend to flatten
the arch and we have inclined reactions at abutments.

During construction, half arches were erected from each shore and the reactions applied at four
horizontal cylindrical pins in main bearings at the abutments. Each half arch was restrained by a series
of cables anchored in tunnels past the abutments and the cables were secured by bolts in tension.
There were 128 cables on each shore, each cable of 70 diameter with 217 wires. The cable failure
load was 460 tonnes and they were loaded to a nominal 25% or 115 tonnes. A series of hydraulic
rams or cylinders, as viewed, were employed to selectively relieve bolt tension so they could be
screwed to vary the cable length and the critical time was at closure of the arch.
The bridge design mass was 80,000 tonnes and the bearing reactions for each were 277 MN or
28,000 tonnes with each bearing pin of 370 dia x 4.17m long. Note there are 4 bearing pins.
31. Grooved Pyramid Roll. This device is used to bend and groove galvanized sheets in varying
radii. All rolls must have the same rate of rotation and we see three pinions so the two lower rolls can
rotate in unison. The hand wheel at the side operates the bevel gears to lower the idling upper roll and
decrease the rolled sheet radius.
Compare this to the larger pyramid rolls at an Oberon workshop rolling steel plate for the steam shovel
bucket at Lake Goldsmith, Australia’s leading oil and steam engine exhibition centre.

32. Shearing stand from Dunlop Station with rope drive and tensioner for the mechanical shears
and cone drives which are located nearby. We can trace the development of the shears from hand
operated units thru mechanically units driven with rope, a line shaft, then a pulley and cone, and finally
the electric unit. Note the swing joints in the drive line.
33. ‘Pathe’ projector is a 35mm unit manufactured in France about 1911 and was hand cranked at
say 60 turns per minute. This model was held by Harold Barriston at Murrurundi in his camera
collection.
Why does the front shutter have unequal gaps for light interruption when the frames are fed at a
constant rate?
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and curator.
34. Stirling or Rider Engine. The Stirling engine operates on a cycle with a regenerator that stores heat
during one part of the operation and uses it in another.
This is the Stirling hot air engine principal and the Rider development, our item, is disclosed in the
Auxiliary Descriptive Notes at end of chapter.
35. Ring and Planet, hand operated and a novelty operating a three-cylinder pump.
36. Jelbart Tractor. An unusual 2 stroke, one cylinder, kerosene engine with a stepped piston running in a
two sized cylinder. The smaller piston generates power and the larger works induction and scavenge. The fuel
is injected and the drive employs a link belt.
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and curator.
Manufactured by Jelbart Brothers of Ballarat in 1917. The smaller unit, circa 1911, has bore and stroke 5” x 6”
as an example of Jelbarts' early Type A model, produced between 1909-1913. This example is mounted on a
transport with CI chassis and wheels and a single straight-spoked flywheel. The engine featured crank-case
compression and the stepped-piston had a deflector crown for enhanced air-scavenging

37. Windmill Gear. The blade driven pinion with a fixed CL is rotated and the wheel adopts a variety
of positions to operate as the pump crank.
38. Penny Farthing bicycle. Jeff re-spoked this Penney Farthing.
39. Elliptical sprocket on bike has a 48:18 sprocket to pinion ratio. The elliptical drive will create variable
velocity in the chain so the bike will surge with uniform cadence.

40. Commer Boxer Engine.
A diesel 2 stroke, 3 cylinder, 6 piston engine with pistons opposed in the horizontal plane. There was a single
crankshaft, driven from each piston thru a conrod, rocker lever and a second conrod to crankshaft. Scavenging
was by a front mounted Rootes blower, chain driven via a quill shaft from the engine rear. Output from the
supercharged 3.26 litres was 105 bhp (78KW) at 2400 rpm and maxm. torque at 1200 rpm. This was an
innovative British design, in production for 12 years as a low profile high torque engine powering “cab forward”
truck design.

All ports closed and compression commencing.

Fuel injected, power stroke and exhaust ports exposed.

Compression complete and fuel injected.

Intake ports open and air scavenging exhaust gases

The "Commer Knocker" engine has returned as a more powerful, economical unit. The configuration that
gave the Commer its knock, two pistons running in opposition to each other in the same cylinder, has been
altered to produce an engine claimed to radically reduce fuel consumption.
Eco Motors, a US research and development company, claim that its Opposed-Piston Opposed-Cylinder
‘OPOC’ engine offers fuel efficiency 15-60 per cent greater than conventional engines. Continuing the claims,
the OPOC produces just 30 per cent of the emissions, has half the moving parts, operates with 40 per cent less
friction and accepts any liquid fuel.

Like the Commer Knocker, this later development uses two pistons in the same cylinder, the pistons travelling
from opposite ends of the cylinder to approach and combustion occurs forcing the pistons towards the cylinder
ends in a two-stroke cycle. But instead of producing a single four-cylinder engine which fires continually, the
OPOC has two off two cylinder modules mated by an electronic clutch. With the clutch engaged, the four
cylinders are driving and disengaging allows one module to cease while power requirements are low. When
power demand increases, the clutch re-connects the modules, the live module cranks the second and resumes
full output. The unit has an electrically driven supercharger operating as a turbocharger at speed, with the
electric motor then running as a generator. Eco Motors is aiming for a 2.8 litre consumption per 100 km travel in
a passenger vehicle.

41. Campbell’s Clock. Jeff Wolfgang has rebuilt this two faced time piece, previously mounted within
Campbell’s retail store tower in Muswellbrook CBD. It was notorious for inaccurate and dissimilar
times. He’s mounted a synchronous motor driving the mechanism, using gears salvaged from a petrol
bowser a photo copier, motor vehicle speedo and a push bike. The motor rotated at 1 rps and was
reduced to 1 rpm, a 60:1 ratio. Three bevel gears powered the motion for the second face, the hour
hand then was to be reduced 12:1 and 4 brass gears were machined on a lathe with teeth of 10, 12,
36 and 40. Jeff had a watchmakers dividing plate with a range of holes from 4 to 190 on periphery,
mounted the cutting tool in the chuck and spindle mounted the gears on the tool rest with a segment to
allow for horizontal and vertical movement. The gear blank was manually fed to the cutting tool using
the dividing plate for each tooth location. After assembly, the device lost a minute a day until Jeff
balanced the arms.
42. Cylinder head from Amy Johnson’s De Havilland DH60 biplane. Amy was the first woman to
fly solo England to Australia in 1930. The engine was an air cooled, 4 cylinder, upright and in-line
piston engine of 100 hp (75 kW). Note the rocker shaft and arms to receive push rods.
43. Workbench as innovation and safety issue.
From your inspection, describe six safety or hazardous features of the workbench and their location.
What actions would you recommend to render the work space safe?
44. The Wolfgang Engineering Store. A functioning collection, catalogued with easy access.
45. Big end journal cutting device. A crankshaft had been partly submerged in sump water and
corroded 2mm on one side of the throw. The device will cut the journal to a smaller diameter with most
of the removed material being the corroded section giving an eccentric throw that’s of no consequence
as it just repositions the stroke say 1mm. The tool is manually rotated with the cutting edge shown
clamped opposite the semicircular curved item and the cutting depth varied with screw rotation. The
bearing halves were hand scraped to fit and this worked well for a slow revving engine.
46. Sunbeam. A 1913 model, 4 cylinder, 3 litre engine with a 3 speed GB. The side valve engine
featured a mono block with caps above the valves for their removal. Suspension used cart sprung
semi elliptical laminated springs at front and ¾ elliptics at rear.
47. Whippet. A four cylinder, pressure lubricated engine with the third highest US sales in 1928.
48. Jeep. Produced by Willys and Ford as the Willys MB and Ford GPW four-wheel drive utility
vehicles manufactured from 1941 to 1945.Willys produced 363,000 and Ford some 280,000. About
51,000 were exported to the USSR. All jeeps were powered by the Willys–Overland ‘go-devil’ engine,
a 4 cylinder and 4 stroke of 2.2 litres with low compression, side valves and sharing some engine
components with the Whippet.
49. Rail wagon suspension on an SAR goods wagon at Murray River. We see a transverse
member with the ends restraining a pair of helical compression springs. This member can rotate about
the wagon CL with the turntable connection. With the wagon in motion, the track wheels can rise as

they strike a rail connection or track hump and this motion is absorbed by the pair of springs and
vertical members adjacent the springs ride thru the riveted guides as the springs compress. An
additional spring effect is thru the deflection of the inclined flat bars securing the axle boxes. Note the
line of break between the upper and inclined members at top of the axle boxes. As the track wheel
strikes a change in rail crown elevation, it rises or lowers to follow and there’s a deflection of the three
members to each axle box and a relative movement between the upper two. There’ll be spacer in the
thru fasteners on the box to permit the small motion of the diagonal flats. A simple innovation to
provide two spring motions. The second pic shows semi elliptic spring ends in lieu of the coil
springs. These may be transverse or simply quarter of ellipses.
50. Machining jig for poppet valves.
51. Old communications in underground museum. We have a wall mounted telephone with a
hand operated magneto and the servants’ calling board with bells from Downton Abbey.
52. Unknown. A rotating pinion runs along the pegs set in a circle and at nearly one full
circumference, the pinion is swung around the end peg and continues its journey meshing with the
pegs inner sides. Pinion rotation is constant. It appears the pinion runs in a part circular slot so it can
re-position at the end of the peg run while the peg wheel will be reversed. So the pinion has constant
rotation and the peg wheel oscillates between a full revolution in each direction and at a constant
centre.
53. Optics. Dungog cinema projector LHS then Denman pic and Fort Scratchley searchlight pic RHS.
The Carbon Arc Lamp produces light by an electric arc (voltaic arc) being an arc between carbon
electrodes in air and was the first practical electric light. It’s was superseded by the incandescent
light in the early C20 but continued in use as a high intensity point source for searchlights and movie
projectors until after WW II. The carbon arc lamp is now obsolete with the term used for gas discharge
lamps that produce light by an arc between metal electrodes through inert gas in a glass
bulb. The xenon arc lamp, a high intensity white light, is now a replacement in projectors and
searchlights.
In popular use, the term arc lamp means carbon arc lamp only and the arc is the discharge that occurs
when a gas is ionized. In these lamps, electrodes are carbon rods in free air, the arc is struck as
touching rods are slowly drawn apart, and the electric current heats and maintains an arc across the
gap as the carbon rod tips are heated and vaporized. This carbon vapor in the arc is highly luminous,
producing the bright light. The rods are slowly burnt away in use, and the distance between them
needs to be regularly adjusted in order to maintain the arc. Arc lamps were used in some early motionpicture studios to illuminate interior shots. One problem was that they produce such a high level
of ultra-violet light that many actors needed sunglasses when off camera to relieve sore eyes from the
ultra-violet light. This problem was solved by adding a sheet of ordinary window glass in front of the
lamp, blocking the ultra-violet. By the dawn of the talkies, studio arc lamps had been replaced with
other types of light. In 1915, Elmer Sperry began manufacturing his high-intensity carbon
arc searchlight. These were used aboard naval ships during C20 for signaling and illumination. In the
1920s, carbon arc lamps were sold as family health products, a substitute for natural sunlight.
Arc lamps were superseded by filament lamps, remaining only as projection, follow spots, and
searchlights until replaced by xenon arc lamps. They are still employed to simulate sunlight in
"accelerated aging" machines estimating degradation by environmental exposure.
54. Packard 1930 Inline 8 cylinder of 6.3 litres.
The smooth running characteristics of the straight-eight made it popular in luxury cars however, the
long engine compartment made the design unacceptable in modern vehicles and has been displaced
by the shorter V8.

A straight-eight can be timed for primary and secondary balance, however crankshaft torsional
balance, present in all engines, required the use of a harmonic damper.
The Packard Eight was a luxury automobile produced between 1930 and 1938.Offered in three
models; Standard Eight, Custom Eight, and De Luxe Eight. It was powered by a low-compression
aluminium head engine producing 90 bhp (67 kW) upgraded to 110 hp (82 kW) in 1932 and 120 hp
(89 kW) in 1933. Packard bragged the engine "floated" on new rubber mounts.
It offered four-speed synchro transmission and Ride Control, a system of dash-adjustable
hydraulic shock absorbers as well as automatic chassis lubrication and "shatterproof" glass.
55. Enzo Ferrari, built in 2002, as a V12, rear mid engined, berlinetta sports car with 4 valves per
cylinder and dual OHC’s with variable valve timing. It was fuel injected and naturally aspirated
producing 651 bhp (485 KW) at 7,800 rpm and maximum torque at 5,500 rpm. With an aerodynamic
downforce of 7.6 kN (775 kg) at 300 kph, the rear wing is actuated to maintain this force. The semiautomatic GB has a shift time of 0.15 seconds and the all independent suspension has push rod
actuated shock absorbers adjusted by the driver and F & R anti-roll bars. Performance offers 0 to 60
mph in 3.14 secs and top speed say 220 mph or 350 kph.
56. Rolls Royce Merlin V12 engine. A 27 litre, 4 stroke, water/glycol cooled unit of up to 2,000 HP
with 2 stage, 2 speed supercharger using 150 octane and water injection. This injection lowered the
fuel air mixture temperature, increased density, reduced detonation tendency and increased power.
The Merlin featured aluminium crank cases and cylinder blocks with wet liners, six throws on a seven
bearing crankshaft and a single camshaft per bank. 168,000 engines of all marks were built powering
Spitfire, Hurricane and Mustang fighters, Mosquito and Lancaster bombers. Maximum power output
was at a nominal 2,850 rpm. The Merlin was eventually replaced by the Griffon, also V12 but of 37 litre
capacity, using a hollow crankshaft for lubrication and other refinements.

“The Spitfire Story”

Alfred Price

From the first cutting of metal for the fuselage at Wooston in 1935 until the final production Spitfire
from Marston in 1947; 20,400 planes of 22 variations had been built. They were still in action in the
Korean War and I saw a flight of three take off from Wigram, Christchurch, in 1976. As they flew
overhead at 100 ft. you could pick the drop in revs as they moved to coarse pitch.
Martin Gardner saw one “beat up” the airstrip at Pelican in 1990 with the ground crew rushing about in
excitement for a photo.
An Event early 1937.
“I taxied to a standstill and shutdown, and could hear a tapping sound like raindrops hitting the aircraft.
But it was a clear day. I checked everything was down but the tapping sound continued. Then as I
climbed out I saw the reason. Several mechanics were standing around the rear fuselage, tapping it
with their knuckles disbelievingly. ’My God,’ one exclaimed, ‘It’s made of tin.’” For the RAF, the
Spitfire possessed several features that were novel.
An Event later 1937.
During test firing of the eight wing mounted Browning machine guns at 4,000 feet, all fired perfectly;
but at 32,000 only three fired for a very limited period. The weapon’s lubricating oil had frozen and
when the plane landed, three of the guns fired a round as they thawed.

57. Avon Jet engine. The compressor has twelve stages of increasing compression shown by the
rows of blades on a common shaft. The compressed air then flows to eight straight flow combustion
chambers where it is mixed with atomized fuel injected into the chambers. The combustion of the

mixture occurs continuously once ignition is established during engine start. From the combustion
chambers the hot exhaust gases pass thru the two stage turbine and exit the tail pipe to provide the
high velocity jet and reaction thrust. The turbine, rotated by the exhaust gases, drives the compressor
and engine accessories. This was the first axial flow jet engine designed and produced by RR and
intended as a jet successor to the Griffin. Introduced in 1950 it powered the Canberra, Lightning,
Comet and others. Production ceased in 1974 after production of 11,000 units.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auxiliary Descriptive Notes.
34. Stirling hot air engine as the Rider development.
Explanation of Rider and Ericson (Stirling Principle) hot air engine.
The machine has 2 off, 8” diameter cylinders with long con rods connecting pistons to the crankshaft at 90° out
of phase and mounted with a heavy fly wheel. A fire heats one chamber and water keeps the other chamber
cool. When running, a specific amount of air is transferred from one cylinder to the other passing thru a heat
exchanger. When the air is heated in the in the hot cylinder, its piston pushes it thru the exchanger to the cold
side where it contracts allowing the cold piston to half descend. The flywheel then carries it to the stroke
bottom, forcing the air back thru the exchanger to the hot side. The cycle is then repeated as a continuous
process. The machine can pump 2,000 imperial gallons per hour, 9 m3 / hour or 2.5 litres / second. It was
employed on the Sandy Hollow to Maryvale railway construction between 1937 and 1951 before construction
ceased until the 80’s.
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and curator.

Rider 'hot air' engine
Rider engines are interesting in that they operate on a Stirling cycle but manage to achieve this cycle
using two power cylinders (and pistons) without the need for a displacer. The original Rider engines,
as is the example in the Denman collection, were an inverted vertical engine (i.e. crankshaft on the
top). The lower end of one cylinder is enclosed in a firebox and, in operation, is thus kept hot while the
lower end of the second cylinder is water jacketed and therefore kept cool. The two cylinders are
connected at the lower end via the regenerator. Pistons in the two cylinders are 90 degrees out of
phase with each other and the direction of rotation of the engine is such that the piston in the hot
cylinder leads (by 90 degrees).
A Pressure/Volume diagram for the ideal Stirling cycle is shown below. Point 1 represents the
beginning of isothermal expansion of the air in the engine cylinders. For a Rider engine this would be
when the cool cylinder piston is at bottom dead centre (i.e. minimum possible air in this cylinder) and
the hot cylinder piston is half way up its stroke. In this condition virtually all air is located in the hot
cylinder and is therefore hot and at high pressure. Note that, because both cylinders are connected via
the regenerator, air in both cylinders will always be at the same pressure. As the cycle continues the
air in the cylinders will expand and deliver useful work, some of which will be stored in the engine
flywheel. Expansion ends at point 2, when the hot cylinder piston reached top dead centre (i.e.
maximum air in this cylinder). At this point air will be forced, at constant volume, through the
regenerator from the hot cylinder to the cool cylinder. The heat from this air will be stored in the
regenerator as the air passes through and the air will be cooled to cool cylinder temperature. At point
3, the cool cylinder piston will be at tdc and the hot cylinder piston will be half way down its stroke. In
this condition most of the air is in the cool cylinder and is therefore cool and at low pressure. As both
pistons move down the air in the engine is isothermally compressed, to point 4, using energy stored in
the flywheel but, because the air is at a lower pressure than in the expansion stroke, less work is
required than was delivered by the expansion stroke (i.e. a nett work output from the engine is
achieved). At point 4 the hot cylinder piston will be at bdc and the cool cylinder piston will be half way
down its stroke. From point 4 to point 1 air is again forced, at constant volume, through the
regenerator, but this time from the cool cylinder into the hot cylinder. As air passes through the
regenerator it is heated to hot cylinder temperature using the heat previously stored in the regenerator

– the cycle then repeats.
In an ideal Stirling cycle heat is only drawn from the heat source to maintain constant temperature
during isothermal expansion and only dumped to the heat sink to maintain constant temperature
during isothermal compression. Heat transferred to and from the regenerator is internal to the engine
cycle and does not involve the heat source or heat sink. For this reason Stirling engines have the
potential to be very efficient heat engines.
A number of modern Stirling cycle engines use the Rider approach. Typically these engines employ a
'V – twin' configuration with both pistons driven from the same crank pin – this then automatically
provides the 90 degree phase difference between cylinders that is required.
Referring to figure 16.5, heat is added from state 1 to 2 at constant temperature causing an increase in volume.
The air is then forced thru a regenerator from states 2 to 3 at constant volume.
Here the air is cooled and the heat stored. From states 3 to 4, heat is rejected at constant temperature and the
volume decreases. The air is now forced back into the into the regenerator from states 4 to 1, the air is cool and
ideally heat is transferred from regenerator to the air and it exits at state1.

Stirling hot air engine.

Figure 16.5

The Stirling cycle is an external-heat, closed two-stroke cycle, which uses a gas as the
working substance. It was invented by Robert Stirling in about 1816 and has historical
importance as one of the first practical heat engines to use air rather than steam as the
working substance. The basic principle of the engine is that one part of a cylinder (or a
separate cylinder) is kept hot by the application of the heat source (usually by external
combustion of a fuel), and another part of the cylinder (or separate cylinder) is kept cool
by the use of cooling fins or water cooling, and is the heat sink.
The working substance (gas) is compressed in the cold space and heat is rejected. The
gas is then transferred to the hot space, where it expands and does work. The gas is then
returned back to the cold space and the cycle repeats.
The transfer of the_gas from the cold space to the hot space and back again is usually
achieved by having a displacer or displacer piston in addition to the power piston, the
motion of which is synchronised to the movement of the power piston. The distinction
between a displacer and a piston is that a displacer is a very loose fit in the cyVnder so
that the gas can readily flow around it whereas a piston provides a gas-tight seal.
The Stirling cycle is a regenerative cycle, which uses a regenerator to alternatively
absorb and give back heat as the gas flows over it. Because the regenerator is internal,
external heat loss is minimised and better efficiency is obtained. One form of Stirling
engine uses a porous matrix regenerator but in other cases the displacer itself is designed
to serve as a regenerator. In such cases, the displacer is long and has a thin wall. The
length of the displacer ensures that despite the reciprocating movement of it, one end is
always in the hot section whereas the other end is always in the cold section. The thinwall design minimises the conduction of heat along the length of the displacer.
The Stirling cycle may be adapted to a great variety of configurations and designs,
many of which have been constructed and tested. Two basic configurations are shown in
Figure 6.11 (opposite), as well as the theoretical and actual p-V diagrams. Following the
points marked on the theoretical cycle and with the displacer type of engine (a):

CD

Displacer at TDG, power piston at BDC.

CD - ® The piston moves up and compresses the gas isothermally in the
cold space. Heat flows out to the heat sink.

®-

@

The displacer moves down and transfers the compressed gas to the
hot space. The regenerative function of the displacer means that the
gas is also heated regeneratively during this transfer operation. The
volume remains constant but the pressure increases.

@ - @

The power piston moves down and does work. Heat transfers into
the gas from the heat source so that the temperature remains constant
(isothermal).
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Stirling-cycle engine configurations and p-V diagrams
@ -

CD The displacer moves up and transfers the hot gas through the
regenerator to the cold space. The temperature of the gas falls as
heat transfers to the regenerator so that the pressure also falls but the
volume remains constadt.
·
·

CD

Displacer at TDC, power piston at BDC. The cycle may now repeat
again.

In the theoretical cycle described above, the piston and displacer are at rest during phases
of the cycle. In practice this is difficult to do and, in an operating engine, they are linked
together usually by a crankshaft-connecting rod arrangement and mo;ve continuously.
This means that the p-V diagram for an operating engine does not exhibit the sharp
comers of the theoretical cycle so that the diagram has an almost elliptical shape.

Efficien~y

of the Stirling cycle

In theory, heat transfers from heat source to working substance to heat sink occur
isothermally. No other external heat transfers occur. Therefore the Stirling cycle has the
same theoretical efficiency as the Camot cycle as &iven by Equation 6.5:
...

Refer Chapter 4 for Maitland Steam Fest workshop selections, Ritchie and Fort Scratchley.

Chapter 6. Questions nominated for UON and Hunter TAFE visitors.
21. International Motor Wagon with twin cylinder engine and leaf spring suspension.
How many “throws” would there be on the crank shaft?
Why does the engine feature close spaced metal fins?
How would you describe the drive and suspension?
What’s the function of the two boxes in the engine compartment?
22.The teas maid. Describe the mechanics of operation.
23. The lathe with modified drive.
Can we name the principal components and their operation?
Refer pics of the Ritchie wheel turning lathe in Chapter 6.
24. The Hand Operated Shaper. How is the tool fed for depth and cutting width? What prevents
damage to the tool’s cutting edge on the return stroke?
25. Dough kneader.
We’re just running this for effect but how would you remove the mixing tub?
26. 1911 Mogul Tractor.
Outline the tractor’s construction.
Describe its use as a farm implement.
Describe the operation and type of its power unit.
What is the starting sequence and how would you vary the engine speed?
It’s equipped with a differential and a reversing mechanism, describe the operation of these features.
Describe the operation of the engine cooling mechanism.
Describe the steering mechanism.
27. Darraq 1906 Veteran MV.
What is the engine category?
Is the high tension lead a joke?
What are the main features of the steering geometry?
How would you describe the braking system?
As a mechanical engineer you may be engaged with the principles of steering geometry and we
need to be aware of Ackerman axles, steering knuckle or king pin, thrust bearings, king pin
inclination, castor, camber, toe in and and toe out.
Refer “What Makes It Tick” from1961.
We need to be familiar with a typical truck non driving front axle assembly. Refer SKF catalogue
28. Locomobile 1900.
What is a wire bound boiler?

29. Single horizontal cylinder, 4 stroke, town gas engine.
What feature reflects a typical steam engine layout?
30. A 225 ton Hydraulic Ram for Sydney Harbour Bridge construction.
It’s August 1930, and each arch is completed and lowered a small amount for connection. At 4pm,
the aches nearly touch but the temperature is dropping and the gap increases. Now the rams are
activated, bolts eased and the arches lock to-gether at 10pm on central bearing pins. With the rising
sun, the temperature increases and with expansion loads on the central pins, the single arch rises a
small amount to accept the increase in arch length.
What was the function of the rams or hydraulic cylinders during bridge construction?

What significant event occurred during the bridge opening ceremony in 1932?
31. Grooved Pyramid Rolls.
Compare this to the pyramid rolls at an Oberon workshop used to roll steel plate.
32. Shearing stand from Dunlop Station.
What’s the function of the weight on the shearing stand?
A rope drive is used on the Craven Crane at Newcastle Museum and we have pics and movies.
Name the artist of the famous work “Shearing the Rams.”
33. ‘Pathe’ projector.
34. Hot Air Engine. (Stirling or Rider Engine)
Describe the operation and use for either and comment on the efficiency.
What are the thermodynamic changes during operation?
With regard to the two column engine, comment on the means of bearing adjustment, what is the
function of the rubber rollers and of the air receiver?
What’s a gudgeon pin and where is it located?
35. Ring and Planet.
36. Jelbart.
37. Windmill Gear.
What modifications have been required to the gear pair to maintain rotation?
What’s the output and it’s use?
38. Penny Farthing bicycle.

How would you describe the tyres on this bike?

39. Elliptical Sprocket on Bike.
Would you consider this device had mechanical advantages over a circular sprocket?
40. Commer Boxer engine and replacement.
41. Campbell’s Clock. The clock had been pendulum driven and could you name the device and its
operation when fitted between pendulum and gearing?
Without a pendulum, the clock could be driven by a power or motor spring that had a variable force as
it unwound, yet was made uniform with a fusee. Any comments?
42. Cylinder head from Amy Johnson’s De Havilland DH60 biplane.
valve system?

Could you describe the

43. Ideal workbench as innovation and safety issue.
From your inspection, describe six safety or hazardous features of the workbench and their location.
What actions would you recommend to render the work space safe?
44. The Wolfgang Engineering Store. “Bunning’s, eat your heart out.” What actions would you take
to make the store more user friendly?
45. Big end journal cutting device. What is a “big end,” other than a fat woman, and what’s the
significance in a reciprocating engine?

In what circumstances would such a device be attractive? What would be an alternative to the use of
this device?
46. Sunbeam.
47. Whippet. Why was this vehicle so successful?
48. Jeep. What comments would you make of this vehicle’s practicality?
49. Rail wagon suspension on an SAR goods wagon at Murray Bridge.
What are the two systems providing shock absorption?
50. Machining jig. Describe additional components to be mounted and machined.
51. Unknown. How would you describe the operation and application of this device?
52. Old communications in underground museum.
What was the previous arrangement for the service staff?
What is the function of the crank on the telephone body?
53. Optics.
What’s the purpose of an optical focus mechanism?
Compare the mechanisms of the Fort Scratchley military searchlight with the Dungog cinema
projector and the equipment viewed at the Denman Collection. What is a common feature?
What comment would you make of the relative effectiveness of each device?
Where is the source of the illumination?
54. Packard.
What is the essential difference between side vale SV and OHV engines?
55. Enzo Ferrari.
The maximum torque and bhp figures occur at close rpm figures, why is this?
56. Rolls Royce Merlin V12 engine.
Why was supercharging a requirement?
What was the cooling fluid for this engine?
Opposing cylinders were in line with a common crank throw so how was conrod interference
avoided?
57. Avon Jet engine.
60. Gramme Ring.
61. Slip Ring Motor.
62. Switchboard.
71. Furphy.
It is WW1, so in what theatres would you expect to find a Furphy?
72. Grader.

73. Hay Baler Capstan.
74. Hay Baler.
75. Ploughs.
76. Rakes.
77. Scraper.
78. Feed Mill.
79. Green Bone Crusher. What is the application of the crushed bones?
81. Poppet Head Hoist Drum.
What are the advantages with a large diameter of the hoist drum?
82. Three fall manual chain block.
What is the velocity ratio of the chain block and what relationship does it bear to the theoretical
mechanical advantage?
83. Conrods and valve link motion on roller, governor, firebox, boiler.
Why is the valve timing variation important to steam engine operation?
How does the centrifugal governor operate?
A draft is essential for fire box operation, what is the direction of flow?
Why is the steam dome proud of the boiler?
84. Breech Block.
Why is an interrupted thread employed on the breech instead of a continuous Acme thread?
What significant event occurred in June 1942 involving these guns ?
What is the geometric term of the trajectory followed by the shell on firing ?
98. Raplin Ice Machine.
Can anyone explain the operation of the machine, supported with a diagram of physical changes?
What is the function of the HCl?

Chapter 7 – University of Newcastle, Mechanical Engineering Undergraduate
Presentations.
File copy of undergraduate Power Point Presentations at conclusion of their Vocational
Experience Course. Their work was compiled in two person teams at Beresfield from supplied
photos, addresses and team research with trial and final presentations made within 4 hours.
1. Ammonia Compressor from Newcastle Abattoirs.
The equipment was located at Ritchie providing a theme for the presentation that was
expanded with reference to University studies of electrical application, mechanics and
thermodynamics. The Geared Offset from Caterpillar cannot yet be presented as it waits
clearance of intellectual property. Comments and the award from Mining Australia are
shown.
2. Breech Operations of Fort Scratchley Artillery.
The operation of breech mechanisms for the 6” and the 25 pdr weapons, ammunition types
and an account of the Japanese sub attack on Newcastle; 8th June, 1942.
3. Stone Planer has been a reconstruction account from machine components at Ritchie and
the PPP is a tribute to the research and analytical skills of the undergraduates.
The undergraduates displayed and ran a commentary on their presentations and the notices of
appreciation are at conclusion of the chapter.

Ammonia compressors were used to cheaply run industrial refrigerator systems such as meat lockers and ice
rinks.
This style compressor is not commonly found in present because of the potential hazard for the refrigerant to
leak and contaminate the surroundings.
An example of this is at Orica in Newcastle 2012, ammonia has since been replaced with safer refrigerants.

This presentation will outline the key components in the mechanical drive of the ammonia compressor.
As seen on the slide, an electric motor drives a pulley drum, which is connected directly to the drive shaft of the electric
motor.
This drum is then connected to the flywheel by a single flat belt.
This flywheel then turns the crankshaft that drives the piston, compressing the ammonia liquid and completing the
refrigeration cycle.

This 3 phase induction unit consist of a wound rotor and slip rings, it produces 180 horse power operating at
488 rpm. This type of motor can be compared to a squirrel cage AC motor when it is running, where the stator
is stationary and the cage rotates about it when a supply is applied.

Startup voltage is supplied to the stator in a process that is commonly referred to as direct online. By gradually
reducing the resistance of the external rotor, we can increase the speed of the motor and slowly bring the
system up to its operational RPM, without varying the starting voltage.
It is important to keep an eye on the current in the stator so as not to exceed the maximum current in the
motor. Typical squirrel motors can take up to 700-1000% of full load current to start, however with this system
of changing resistance, it only requires 300% of full load current.
This direct on line system with no gearbox transmits power to the driven pulley with a diameter of 700mm and
a width of 600mm.

This driven pulley is connected directly to the electric motor drives a large flywheel of 5500mm by the use of a
flat leather belt to step down the speed and store rotational inertia to prevent stalling.
The ratio of the pulley and flywheel diameters is approximately 1:8 for an approximate speed of 62 rpm at the
crankshaft, calculated from the original 488 rpm of the electric motor.

The purpose of the tensioning pulley is to increase the angle of wrap around the drive pulley in order to transmit power
with greater efficiency.
The pulley is mounted via a rocking arm attached to a pivot point and uses self-weight to increase the tension of the
return side of the belt.

The crankshaft is located concentric to the center of the flywheel.
A crank throw translates the rotational power of the motor to reciprocating linear power by the use of
connecting rod and piston.
The piston in turn is the driving power of the compressor which is used in the thermodynamic refrigerant cycle.

We were told there is an efficiency decrease of 10% in power from the motor to the crank pin due to frictional losses
throughout the system.
Using this assumption, we can calculate the torque at the crank pin by dividing power by angular speed. Once we have
found this value we can then find the force at the crank pin, using F=Tr, where ‘r’ is the crank pins perpendicular distance
above the piston. From the graph we can see that the force will be a constant sinusoidal shape, varying as the crank
rotates through 360 degrees.
Assuming constant angular velocity of the crank throw, the velocity profile of the piston will also be of continuous
sinusoidal shape, with zero velocity recorded at top and bottom dead centres of the crank cycle.

This mechanism uses the reciprocating piston to drive a compressor. A typical refrigeration cycle uses a compression
cycle to increase pressure and decrease volume.
A condenser then maintains pressure and turns the refrigerant vapor into a liquid.

The Geared Offset was submitted by the team as an internal Caterpillar function. As it is the intellectual property
of Caterpillar we are unable to present it for your perusal. Let us state that it has proven a great step in modernity and
safety for the company and was devised as the application of existing technology. Without exposure to many facets of
mechanical engineering this solution may have escaped our attention and its success is testament to the content of
this catalogue as a teaching device.
Tony Gardner.

Business Manager Underground Construction,
Australia & New Zealand
BASF

Cole Latimer
Editor

Australian Mining Magazine

Mining

Imagine, you’re sound asleep. Then suddenly… “BANG!”

You wake to a loud explosion.

Well that’s was the experience of many Novocastrians in the early hours of 8th June 1942.
At around 0215, (quarter past 2 in the morning), Newcastle was bombarded by shells from an I-21 Japanese submarine
Initial shots came from the sub from less than 4 kilometres from the harbour.

It was identified the sub was aiming for the shipyards and steelworks/BHP – however some reports indicate the
initial targets were the 3 functional spotlights due to the locations of recovered shells.
In excess of 20 shells were found to have hit the suburbs of Newcastle - though reports indicate anything
between 13-34
Only 4 return shots were fired from the Fort Scratchley artillery the third hit just past the bow, and fourth just
past the stern, forcing the sub to flee. No more shots were fired as the pilot vessel Birrubi was producing too
much black smoke for the fort to see the sub.
Only two reported casualties – up on Parnell Place – men reporting to their post were injured by exploding
shells

Two main gun types
left 6 inch naval which is immobile in gun emplacements
Right 25 pounder field gun which is mobile and designed to support infantry

There are some basics to talk about so you can understand what we are referring to
A breech is the opening in the rear of a gun barrel used for the placing of munitions for firing
A breech block is a block used to closed the open end of the breech for when firing occurs.
The main difference which will be explained in detail later between the two is that the breech block of the 6 in swings
into the breech and the 25 pounder slides over the breech

Hinged arm
Thread is 160 mm in length, which assists the extensive locking mechanism
Obturator provides basis for gas
As far as ejection of rounds, all of the ammunition is fired out of the gun. The ‘shell’ is packed in with the explosive
behind which is ignited and projects the entire contents of the barrel
seal – can see (just) the compressible ring around obturator assisting this sealing process.

CAN SEE THE INTERRUPTED THREADS FIT TOGETHER WHEN CLOSING, PRIOR TO THE 45 TWIST
TALK ABOUT THE MOTION OF THE ARM SWINGING HORIZONTALLY TO LOCK INTO PLACE
Operating level is used to swing the breechblock into place within the breach.

Here we can see John’s thumb, on the same point of the breechblock to show
the breechblock twisting motion “screwing home” through the furthered
motion of the operating level

I will be talking about the 25 pounder field gun which has a 3.45 inch calibre
Uses a sliding breech means the breech block slides over the breech.
Can be done either horizontally or vertically which is used for the 25 pounder
The breech is moved by the lever on the right image
Shell casing ejection occurs with a notched lever

To give an over view of loading
The breech is initially lowered
The shell is inserted into the breech
Breech block is raised sealing off the breech and pushing the shell further into the breech
The gun is now ready to fire
DIFFERENCES

6” are stationary, in emplacements vs 25 pdr is mobile, aimed for use as infantry support
6” breechblock swings into place with angular twist lock vs 25 pdr sliding motion

There are two main shell types used for both of these guns HE and AP
Shell shown is a HE shell
Shell is filled with an explosive compound which changed over the course of the war
There is a bag of metal pellets that are inside to increase the shrapnel that is thrown out during detonation
The design of the AP shell changed over the course of the war however the general design involves
A metal piercing shell at the front of the shell with a relatively small explosive charge at the rear delayed by a fuse.
The metal tip was what was mainly altered during the war with changes to the shape and type of steels used.

STONE PLANER
PRESENTATION
Julius Alterator and Mitchell Youngberry

BACKGROUND
Stone planer was invented around
1880-90.
Adaption from iron planers.
Originally were designed with
gear and rack drives which were
later changed to screw drives.

GEAR AND RACK DRIVE
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PROCESS
The tool is set to a position.
The bed is then fed through the
tool removing stone.
Different tools can be used to
achieve different shapes.
Over a period of passes the stone
is formed into a specific shape.

COMPONENT - BED
The bed is where the slab of stone
sits.

COMPONENT - BED

COMPONENT - BED

COMPONENT - TOOL
The tool shaves away the stone from
the block

COMPONENT – SCUTCH TOOL
The scutch tool planes away at the stone.
Different shape scutch tools can be used for different
applications.
The one pictured on the right is designed to wear away at
material.

COMPONENT - BODY
This shows the main body of the
planer without the bed and
motor.

COMPONENT - DRIVE
Belt drive that runs the bed.
The lever was most likely used to change
the direction of the bed flow
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CERTIFICATE OF RECOGNITION
This certificate is presented to

Tony qardner
In recognition of skills and experience provided as:
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Successfu'l .menton,_g ·Of four urj~versl~y ,vvork placement ·students.

All students successfully obtained "''"'·tl"'""''
activities including:
•

Safety Induction

•

Freehand Sketching, Basic Engineering ', ...,:~ntation and Drawing Interpretation .

•

Use of the Standards AS 1654- Limits and ·~lts for Engineering; AS 3990- Mechanical
Equipment, Steelwork; AS 1544.1 -Welding of Steel Structures.

•

Bucyrus Equipment Familiarisation

•

Calculations, Hydraulic Circuits and Steel Identification and Application
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Beresfield, NSW facility hosts
Engineering Vocational Program
At the beginning of Dec.ember, the 2013 Engineering Vocational
Program, which supports the development of local engineering
talent, :commenced at the Beresfield NSW Australia facility. Five
engineering students from the University of Newcastle and one
from Central Queensland University commenced a two week
placement within the Underground Coal Capital Equipment unit
under the guidance of Mechanical Engineer Tony Gardner. This
program gives the company an opportunity to sup,port educational providers and to assist tertiary students to fulfill their respon·
sibilities in meeting the requirements. of their academic study. ~-......
Tony Gardner, Caterpillar Global Mining, and engineering students participate in the
Dmin'g the progr.am, the students have the opportunity to work
2013 Engineering Vocational Program at the Beresfield NSW Cat facility..
within the Caterpillar Beresfield facility, allowing them to gain
exposure to the engineering environment and the opportunity to apply their academic knowledge into practical, real life scenarios.
The program is now in its ninth year and is open to third and fourth year Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering University students. The selected students are required to work through a range of topics during the program, and at the completion, they must make a group presentation
on nominated topics.
Tony Gardner ~commented, "The program exposes the students to a wor kshop~ and engineering design office environment similar to what they may
encounter in their early years of employment." Tony has been instrumental in the success of the program which has the support of both management and the university faculty.

We put Teamwork in action when we collaborate with key entities and organizations outside our company.

PROFESSOR MARK JONES
HEAD, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment
Telephone: +61 2 4921 5798
Facsimile: +61 2 4921 6946

THE UNIVERSITY OF

NEWCASTLE

Email: Mark.Jones@newcastle.edu.au

AUSTRAliA

30 August 2013

To: Caterpillar Global Mining Expanded Products
Attention: Tony Gardner, Mechanical Engineer, Capital Equipment Market Unit

The School of Engineering at the University of Newcastle would like to commend
Caterpillar and in particular Tony Gardner for the Vocational Experience Course that
has been in operation in recent years.
The students that have participated in this program return to their university studies
with renewed vigor and focus having witnessed firsthand how much of the theory we
present is translated to real engineering projects.
The time and energy that this type of program requires can be substantial and the
School of Engineering would like to thank both Caterpillar and Tony for their continued
efforts. All of our undergraduate students would benefit from such a program and I
would fully support its continuation and expansion both within Caterpillar and in other
local industries.

Yours sincerely,

Professor Mark Jones
Head, School of Engineering

NEWCASTLE

CENTRAL COAST

The Universit; of Newcastle
Cai!aghan NSW 2308 Australia
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RE: Vocational Experience Course and Caterpillar's actions.
Phil Clausen
to:
Gardner_Tony@cat.com
29110/2015 01:07PM
Cc:
Katherine Harrison
Hide Details
From: Phil Clausen <philip.clausen@newcastle.edu.au>
To: "Gardner_Tony@cat.com" <Gardner_Tony@cat.com>
Cc: Katherine Harrison <katherine.harrison@newcastle.edu.au>

Caterpillar: Confidential Green Retain Until: 28/11/2015

Hi Tony,
On behalf of Mechanical Engineering, thank you for your efforts over the years in organising and running the
vocational experience course at caterpillar for our undergraduate students. I have spoken to some of the
students who participated in this course and they had nothing but positive comments to make about the
course.

U Tony all the best for the future, please keep in contact.
Regards,

Phil

From: Katherine Harrison

Sent: Thursday, 29 October 2015 12:56 PM
To: Phil Clausen
Subject: FW: Vocational Experience Course and caterpillar's actions.

From: Tony Gardner [mailto:Gardner Tony@cat.com]
f Sent: Thursday, 29 October 2015 11:18 AM
\._ To: Katherine Harrison <katherine .harrison@newcastle.edu.au>
Subject: Fw: Vocational Experience Course and Caterpillar's actions.
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Mr Hugh Paul
General Manager
Capital Equipment Market Unit
P.O. Box 373
Beresfield NSW 2322

ENGINEERS
AUSTRALIA

101h March 2009.

Newcastle Division

Dear Hugh,
I have recently been advised by our Mechanical Branch Committee of Bucyrus
Australia's Vocational Experience Program and would like to take this opportunity
to congratulate you on your commitment to the development of young
professional engineers. It is pleasing to see that this training and education
program has been implemented by Bucyrus Australia and is fully supported
within its organisation. I have been advised that the program was developed by
Tony Gardner and I congratulate him for this.
It is also pleasing to note that Bucyrus Australia is a party to the Engineers
Australia Professional Development Program. We will be holding a workshop on
16 April 2009 for current participating companies in this program and an invitation
will be sent to Bucyrus Australia soon.
Again I would like to commend Bucyrus Australia on their program. We are
encouraged to see organisations such as Bucyrus Australia are committed to the
development of young professional engineers and we look forward to seeing your
PDP representative in April.
Regards,

Barry Finlay
President

Chapter 8. Denman Museum of Technology. Photos, titles and data of the content, tribute to the
Denman participants and expression of gratitude to Muswellbrook Council for their generous support.

9 Feb. 2017. Rob Smith, video master. Jeff Wolfgang, farmer, curator, innovator and Museum
President. Phil Lawrence, BHP rep and electrical guru. Tony Gardner, writer and urger. John
Rodham, mechanical wizz and key to Ritchie. Mick Harrison, machinist of renown, Denman site
motor vehicle inspector and Commer Boxer representative.

11 Sept.. 2017. Randal Jitts, Tractor guru and Vales Point PS. Vince Reedy, Toastmaster and Vales Point
PS. Phil Lawrence, BHP rep and electrical guru. Peter Draper, assistant curator. Rob Smith, video master.
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer, curator, innovator and Museum President. Tony Gardner, writer and urger.
91. Cross Cut Saw.

A two-man operation for large diameter work.

92. Pit Saw.

Shown held by Jeff and Tony and then a close up view of the teeth. The saw boss hauled the unit upwards by its handle on
the return stroke and the worker hauled downwards on the cutting stroke from his position in a pit below the trunk.

93. Washing Machine.

Mechanically driven with hand operated wringer.

94. Tobacco cutter.

95. Paint pigment grinder

96. Petrol Bowser and Oil Boy.

97. Clockwork driven cylinder phonograph.

The cylinder appears to be a ‘Blue Amberol’ recording by Edison and the stylus appears to feed on the slide under the
influence of the helical recording grooves. The stylus arm was usually fitted with a worm drive.

Phonograph carries the recording in grooves on a celluloid cylinder mounted on a Plaster of Paris mandrel.

98. Ice maker.
Historical Note:
The machine was dismantled at Bylong Station, vacuum pump inverted and mechanically driven as a
compressor. All components were then scattered around the property for 35 years until displayed for auction.
Jeff realised the frame was unusual but other components were catalogued in different lots. However, he
managed to obtain all items from other purchasers except the rocking cradle that was spotted 9 months later at
Bylong tip in the invert of a pit and recently discarded by the property owners. What a stroke of luck for a
fantastic machine.
Jeff Wolfgang, farmer and curator.

To properly explain the operation of this antique machine it’s necessary to explain the refrigeration process.
Refrigeration is any method used to cool a space or an object to below ambient temperature and since heat
will only flow of its own accord from high to low temperature ie. hot to cold, then refrigeration must involve a
means of pumping heat against its normal direction of flow and this requires an energy input. We wish to pump
heat from a cold to a hot space against the natural flow.
There are a number of means of achieving refrigeration but the most common approach makes use of the
properties of boiling liquids (i.e. liquids changing state to vapour). The two properties of liquid/vapour systems
that allow their use as refrigerants are :–
1) For a liquid to change into a vapour it must absorb heat and, in most cases, quite a lot of heat.
2) The boiling point (or saturation vapour temperature) of a liquid depends on pressure. At low pressures the
boiling temperature may be low, while at high pressures the boiling temperature will be higher.
Many different liquids are used as refrigerants, the different characteristics of these liquids allow a suitable
refrigerant to be selected for most applications.
To achieve refrigeration a liquid is allowed to boil at low pressure (and therefore low temperature). In order to
boil, the liquid will absorb heat from its surroundings (the refrigerator cold space) and thus reduce the
temperature. As the liquid boils vapour will be formed and this must then be removed at the same same rate at
which it forms, otherwise the pressure will increase.
One common method of doing this is to use a mechanical pump (a refrigeration compressor) to 'suck out'
vapour from the low pressure cold space and then discharge it at a higher pressure (i.e. compress the vapour).
In most cases the vapour is (once compressed) then cooled, condensed back to liquid and re-used. This
approach is known as vapour compression refrigeration.
Another approach is to use a chemical that will absorb the vapour as it forms. The absorber thus takes the
place of the compressor suction in removing vapour from the cold space. This approach is known as
absorption refrigeration. A common example of this form refrigeration is the gas powered fridge commonly
used in caravans. In these fridges the refrigerant used is Ammonia and the absorber is Water. Water will
absorb large quantities of ammonia vapour – a gas flame is used to heat the water/ammonia solution in order
to drive off the ammonia and allow both it and the water to be re-used (in practice the system is a bit more
complex than this simplified description suggests).

To work correctly a refrigeration system must contain only refrigerant liquid and vapour, not atmospheric air.
When newly constructed, therefore, a refrigeration system must have all air removed and replaced with
refrigerant. A mechanical vacuum pump is often used for this purpose. Once evacuated and charged, most
systems are sealed to prevent air leaking in or refrigerant escaping.
The Raplin Ice Machine uses water as the refrigerant and uses both of the refrigeration approached described
above. Once a bottle of wine and some water has been placed in the cold space a hand operated mechanical
vacuum pump is used to remove air. By pumping out air and placing the water present in the cylinder at low
pressure the water will boil at near freezing point and so chill the wine. As the system is not perfectly sealed air
will leak back in, so continued operation of the vacuum pump is needed. The vacuum pump will also remove
some of the water vapour formed (vapour compression refrigeration) but removing all water vapour by this
means would require a lot of manual work. Concentrated hydrochloric acid will readily absorb water vapour so,
in addition to mechanical pumping, the absorption effect of the acid will assist in keeping pressure low and so
assist in achieving a refrigeration effect (absorption refrigeration).
Using water as a refrigerant means that there is no need to condense and re-use the refrigerant – it can be
simply discharged to atmosphere (it is a cheap and environmentally friendly refrigerant). One down side of
water as a refrigerant is that it cannot cool to or below its own freezing point, meaning that the Raplin Ice
Machine will certainly act like ice and so chill a bottle of wine, but is very unlikely that it could actually produce
ice. The use of a refrigerant other than water would be necessary to freeze water and produce ice.

